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A ee source who fie furhi shed: relvapie: “Sngormatton in the past recently mad2 available: the = ᾿ foilowing data pertaining to a ‘conversation’ on January 22. 1958, . between Stanley Levison and: an individual: from’ ὌΝ τς England, believed’ to be mamed Sean Trivasi or, . possibly, © ‘Trivalsi. Stanley Levison is a New York attorney and a former member of the Communist Party, United States oft Anerica (CPUSA),. ἢ Levison jis presently an advisor to® Hartin Luther King, President of ene pponehe sn. Christa isa ve 4 Conference ee) οἰ 

Bs hin john Trivasi eldins. to ΤῊΣ in this’ coundiey on behalt ‘of! Ὁ Ὁ Canon ΟΣ St.Paul'ts Cathedral, tolwréquest ‘Martin Luther’ King © and Dr. Benjamin Spock to core to, England at the end of  Sebruary, 1965, for a meeting “to inaugurate a Campaign to. end the war in ’ Vietnam. - Perti nent data concerning this | a ἐξν - vrovoesed meeting«which was pévealed ὌΝ avast is set forth Ὁ - below: ᾿ es 
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For the past. several months discussions have - taken place in Western Europe, 85 well as with: soite people in the United States, notably with several in the Institute’ or Policy Studies, Washington, D.C. The purpose of these Lape petal ΘῈΣ has been to sgeck a way to inaugurate an inter— ational ad hoc organization which may bear the name “Act: for Peace." The organization will: launch a mass media evan in newspapers and on television against the war in Vietnam The sponsors are wi ikely.to be peonle such as axansey of the Church of Eas Flr nd, Pierre Mendes—France and a cece net from Bologna. 
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It is hoped that M:stin Τα. ΞΟ King. will agree to be a sponsor and that both Dr, ok and King will attend Sai3 Meee ene in Dondon. “St Se nears ..t while Dr. Spock — Will be agreeable to att. ‘i.e th. seting, no confirmation ie has yet been received fro; ros ἐπ ἢ, 5 ahs Stanley Levison felt = : that Dr. King's pians fo ... Civil 4 .sobedience cannaign in ; épcil, 1968, may be an i. - γος King' 5. attendance ao 
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